
Superior short game feedback.
Center Gravity

Sometimes laying an egg is a good thing.
The patent pending, egg-shaped Center Gravity ball is the 
world’s only putting and chipping aid that provides immediate 
and accurate visual feedback that you can trust. After all, the 
last thing a golfer needs is a putting aid that lies. CG’s unique 
design is virtually the same weight, height and material of a 
normal golf ball — vital for developing correct muscle memory. 
The Center Gravity ball is designed to train you in the three 
most vital components of putting and chipping: 

1. How to control the clubface.
2. Proper tempo.
3. The correct angle of decent to the ball. 

Those who master putting or chipping the Center Gravity ball 
without making it wobble, spin, or anything else besides roll 
or fly straight — will take 2 to 10 strokes off their game. The 
unique shape and design ensures you’ll consistently create the 
perfect muscle memory in achieving a smooth, square putting 
motion from start to finish.
Validate and perfect your short game with this superior putting/
chipping aid that can’t help but tell the truth.

centergravitycg.com

“The Center Gravity CG putting aid is a great way 
to practice and test your putting stroke! It gives you 
immediate feedback and I love that it works great 
for indoor training.”

– PGA Golfer Derek Deminsky

Why the Center Gravity’s Egg-like Shape Provides More Accurate Feedback
The reason for CG’s superior accuracy is its brilliantly conceived egg-like shape. This 
gives the ball a long longitudinal or rotational axis. Having points on both ends is 
essential because this is where a wobble will be 
visibly most obvious. A “wheel-shaped” golf ball 
(one with the opposite sides cut off) has removed 
these key visual markers by drastically shortening 
the rotational access, therefore making it far more 
difficult to receive accurate, easily discernable 
feedback.
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We’ve Just Laid the World’s  
Most Blatantly HONEST  
Putting Aid


